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1. INTRODUCTION
Let .X;d/ be a metric space and let A and B be nonempty subsets of X . A
mapping T W A[B! A[B is said to be a cyclic mapping provided that T .A/ B
and T .B/  A. A mapping T W A[B ! A[B is said to be a cyclic relatively
nonexpansive if T is cyclic and d.T x;Ty/ d.x;y/ whenever x 2 A and y 2 B .
If A\B D¿ then a cyclic mapping cannot have a fixed point, instead it is inter-
esting to study the existence of best proximity points, that is, a point x 2 A[B such
that
d.x;T x/D dist.A;B/ WD inffd.x;y/ W .x;y/ 2 ABg:
The relevance of best proximity points is that they provide optimal solutions for the
problem of best approximation between two sets.
Eldred, Kirk and Veeramani [11] established the existence of a best proximity
point for cyclic relatively nonexpansive mappings by using a geometric notion of
proximal normal structure in the setting of Banach spaces.
Theorem 1 ([11]). Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, weakly compact and convex pair
in a Banach space X . Let T W A[B ! A[B be a cyclic relatively nonexpansive
mapping and suppose that .A;B/ has the proximal normal structure. Then T has a
best proximity point.
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After that in [27], the authors established the existence of best proximity points for
cyclic relatively nonexpansive mappings without invoking proximal normal structure.
In [12], the authors proved the following existence, uniqueness and convergence
theorem in uniformly convex Banach spaces.
Theorem 2 ([12]). Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, closed, and convex pair of sub-
sets of a uniformly convex Banach space X and let T W A[B ! A[B be a cyclic
contraction mapping, that is, T is cyclic and
kT x Tyk  ˛kx ykC .1 ˛/dist.A;B/;
for every .x;y/ 2AB and for some ˛ 2 Œ0;1/. Then T has a unique best proximity
point x 2 A and fT 2nxg converges to x for every x 2 A.
Note that the class of cyclic relatively nonexpansive mappings contains the class
of cyclic contractions as a subclass. Suzuki et al. [29] generalized Theorem 2 to
metric spaces with the property UC (see also [13, 14]). Existence results of best
proximity points is an interesting topic in nonlinear analysis which recently attracted
the attention of many authors (see for instance [1–8, 10, 15, 18, 20–26, 28, 31]).
In this article, we introduce a new class of cyclic mappings called generalized
cyclic orbital contractions which properly contains the class of cyclic contractions
and we study sufficient conditions for the existence of a best proximity point for this
class of mappings in convex metric spaces. Moreover, we prove the existence of a
best proximity point for cyclic relatively nonexpansive mappings in the setting of
convex metric spaces by using a geometric notion of semi-normal structure.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In [30], Takahashi introduced the notion of convexity in metric spaces as follows.
Definition 1. Let .X;d/ be a metric space and I WD Œ0;1. A mapping W W X 
X  I ! X is said to be a convex structure on X provided that for each .x;yI/ 2
X X I and u 2X ,
d.u;W.x;yI// d.u;x/C .1 /d.u;y/:
A metric space .X;d/ together with a convex structureW is called a convex metric
space, which is denoted by .X;d;W/. A Banach space and each of its convex subsets
are convex metric spaces. But a Frechet space is not necessary a convex metric space.
The other examples of convex metric spaces which are not imbedded in any Banach
space can be founded in [30].
To describe our results, we need some definitions and notations of [11, 30].
Definition 2. A subsetK of a convex metric space .X;d;W/ is said to be a convex
set provided thatW.x;yI/ 2K for all x;y 2K and  2 I .
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Proposition 1. Let .X;d;W/ be a convex metric space and let B.xIr/ denote the
closed ball centered at x 2 X with radius r  0. Then B.xIr/ is a convex subset of
X .
Proposition 2. Let fK˛g˛2A be a family of convex subsets of X , then
T
˛2AK˛
is also a convex subset of X .
Definition 3. A convex metric space .X;d;W/ is said to have property (C) if every
bounded decreasing net of nonempty closed convex subsets of X has a nonempty
intersection.
For example every weakly compact convex subset of a Banach space has the prop-
erty (C).
Let A and B be two nonempty subsets of a convex metric space .X;d;W/. We shall
say that a pair .A;B/ in a convex metric space .X;d;W/ satisfies a property if both
A and B satisfy that property. For instance, .A;B/ is convex if and only if both A
and B are convex; .A;B/ .C;D/, A C; and B D. We shall also adopt the
following notations.
ıx.A/ WD supfd.x;y/Wy 2 Ag for all x 2X;
ı.A;B/ WD supfd.x;y/Wx 2 A; y 2 Bg;
diam.A/ WD ı.A;A/:
The closed and convex hull of a set A will be denoted by cov.A/ and defined as
below.
cov.A/ WD
\
fC W C is a closed and convex subset of X such that C  Ag:
The pair .x;y/ 2 AB is said to be proximal in .A;B/ if d.x;y/ D dist.A;B/.
Moreover, we set
A0 WD fx 2 A W d.x;y0/D dist.A;B/; for some y0 2 Bg;
B0 WD fy 2 B W d.x0;y/D dist.A;B/; for some x0 2 Ag:
We note that if .A;B/ is a nonempty weakly compact and convex pair of subsets of a
Banach space X then also is the pair .A0;B0/ and it is easy to see that dist.A;B/D
dist.A0;B0/.
For a cyclic mapping T WA[B!A[B and x 2A[B , we define the orbit setting
at x by
OT 2x WD fx;T 2x;T 4x; :::;T 2nx; :::g;
where T 2nx D T .T 2n 1x/ for n 1 and T 0x D x. Note that if .x;y/ 2AB then
OT 2x  A and OT 2y  B .
Definition 4. Let A be a nonempty subset in a metric space .X;d/. A point p in
A is said to be a diametral point if ıp.A/D diam.A/.
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Definition 5 ([9]). A convex metric space .X;d;W/ is said to have normal struc-
ture if for each bounded, closed and convex subset E of X which contains at least
two points, there exists an element p 2 E which is a non-diametral point, that is,
ıp.E/ < diam.E/.
Here, we recall the geometric notion of proximal normal structure which was in-
troduced in [11].
Definition 6. A pair .A;B/ of subsets of a normed linear space X is said to be a
proximal pair if for each .x;y/ 2 AB there exists .x0;y0/ 2 AB such that
kx y0k D kx0 yk D dist.A;B/:
Definition 7. A convex pair .K1;K2/ in a Banach spaceX is said to have proximal
normal structure if for any bounded, closed and convex proximal pair .H1;H2/ 
.K1;K2/ for which dist.H1;H2/ D dist.K1;K2/ and ı.H1;H2/ > dist.H1;H2/,
there exits .x1;x2/ 2H1H2 such that
ıx1.H2/ < ı.H1;H2/; ıx2.H1/ < ı.H1;H2/:
It was announced in [11] that every nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pair
of subsets of a uniformly convex Banach space X has a proximal normal structure
(Proposition 2.1 of [11]).
3. GENERALIZED CYCLIC ORBITAL CONTRACTIONS
Motivated by the concept of cyclic contractions and its applications in Theorem 2,
we introduce the notion of generalized cyclic orbital contraction and extend the result
on cyclic contraction, from a closed convex pair of a uniformly convex Banach space
to a bounded closed and convex pair of a convex metric space.
Definition 8. Let .A;B/ be a nonempty pair of subsets of a metric space .X;d/.
A mapping T W A[B! A[B is said to be a generalized cyclic orbital contraction
map if T is cyclic on A[B and there exists r 2 Œ0;1/ such that
d.T x;Ty/ rmaxfıx.OT 2y/;ıy.OT 2x/gC .1  r/dist.A;B/; (3.1)
for all .x;y/ 2 AB .
Note that every cyclic contraction mapping is a generalized cyclic orbital contrac-
tion map. The following example shows that the reverse implication dose not hold.
Example 1. Consider X WD R with the usual metric. Let AD B D Œ0; 1
2
. Define a
mapping T W A[B! A[B by
T x D
(
1
8
x if 0 x  1
4
;
0 if 1
4
< x  1
2
:
Then T is generalized cyclic orbital contraction with r D 7
8
.
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Proof. In cases 0 x;y  1
4
and 1
4
< x;y  1
2
, it is easy to verify that (3.1) holds.
Let 0 x  1
4
and 1
4
< y  1
2
. Then d.T x;Ty/D 1
8
x and
ıx.OT 2y/D sup
n0
jx T 2nyjDmaxfx;y xg & ıy.OT 2x/D sup
n0
jy T 2nxjDy:
Thus maxfıx.OT 2y/;ıy.OT 2x/g Dmaxfx;y x;xg D y. We now have
d.T x;Ty/D 1
8
x  7
8
y D rmaxfıx.OT 2y/;ıy.OT 2x/g:
that is, T is generalized cyclic orbital contraction. Note that T is not cyclic con-
traction. Indeed, if .x;y/ D .1
4
; 26
100
/ then d.T x;Ty/ D 1
8
 1
4
. Now, if T is cyclic
contraction for some r 2 Œ0;1/, then we must have
1
32
D d.T x;Ty/ rd.x;y/D r  1
100
;
which is a contradiction.

Let us state our main result of this section.
Theorem 3. Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pair in a
convex metric space .X;d;W/. Suppose that T W A[B ! A[B is a generalized
cyclic orbital contraction. If X has the property (C) then T has a best proximity
point.
Proof. Let ˙ denote the set of all nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pairs
.E;F / which are subsets of .A;B/ and such that T is cyclic on E [F . Note that
.A;B/ 2 ˙ . Also, ˙ is partially ordered by revers inclusion, that is .E1;F1/ 
.E2;F2/, .E2;F2/  .E1;F1/. By the fact that X has the property (C), every
increasing chain in ˙ is bounded above. So, by using Zorn’s lemma we obtain a
maximal element say .C;D/ 2˙ which is minimal w.r.t inclusion relation. We note
that .cov.T .D//;cov.T .C /// is a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pair in X
and .cov.T .D//;cov.T .C /// .C;D/: Further,
T .cov.T .D/// T .C / cov.T .C //;
and also,
T .cov.T .C /// cov.T .D//;
that is, T is cyclic on cov.T .D//[ cov.T .C //. It now follows from the minimality
of .C;D/ that
cov.T .D//D C ; cov.T .C //DD:
Let x 2 C , then D  B.xIıx.D//. Now, if y 2D we have
d.T x;Ty/ rmaxfıx.OT 2y/;ıy.OT 2x/gC .1  r/dist.A;B/
 rı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B/:
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Hence, for all y 2D we conclude that
Ty 2 B.T xIrı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B//;
and so,
T .D/ B.T xIrı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B//:
Therefore,
C D cov.T .D// B.T xIrı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B//;
which deduces that
d.´;T x/ rı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B/; 8´ 2 C:
Thus,
ıTx.C / rı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B/: (3.2)
Similarly, if y 2D we conclude that
ıTy.D/ rı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B/: (3.3)
Set
E WD fx 2 C W ıx.D/ rı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B/g;
F WD fy 2D W ıy.C / rı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B/g:
Note that T .D/E and T .C / F . Besides, it is easy to check that
E D
\
y2D
B.yIrı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B//\C;
F D
\
x2C
B.xIrı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B//\D:
Furthermore, if x 2E then by (3.2), T x 2 F , i.e. T .E/ F and also by the relation
(3.3) T .F /  E, that is, T is cyclic on E [F . Again, by the minimality of .C;D/
we obtain E D C and F DD. So, we conclude that
ıx.D/ rı.C;D/C .1  r/dist.A;B/; 8x 2 C:
Hence,
ı.C;D/D dist.A;B/:
Now, for each pair .x;y/ 2 C D we must have
d.x;T x/D d.Ty;y/D dist.A;B/:
This completes the proof. 
The following corollary ensures the existence and uniqueness of a best proximity
point in the setting of strictly convex Banach spaces.
Corollary 1. Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pair in a
reflexive and strictly convex Banach space X . Suppose that T W A[B! A[B is a
generalized cyclic orbital contraction. Then T has a unique best proximity point.
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Proof. It now follows from Theorem 3 that there exists a pair .x;y/ 2 AB
such that kx T xk D kTy yk D dist.A;B/. The uniqueness of the best prox-
imity point of T follows from the strictly convexity of the Banach space. Indeed, if
.u;v/ 2 AB be such that ku T uk D kT v vk D dist.A;B/ then
dist.A;B/ kx
Cu
2
  T x
CT u
2
k D kx
 T x
2
C u
 T u
2
k
<
1
2
.kx T xkCku T uk/D dist.A;B/;
which is a contradiction, that is xD u. Equivalently, we can see that yD v. 
4. CYCLIC RELATIVELY NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS
In this section we study the existence of a best proximity point for cyclic relatively
nonexpansive mappings in the setting of convex metric spaces. For this purpose,
we recall a geometric notion of semi-normal structure which was introduced by the
current author in [16].
Definition 9 ([16]). A convex pair .K1;K2/ in a convex metric space .X;d;W/
is said to have semi normal structure if for any bounded, closed and convex pair
.H1;H2/  .K1;K2/ for which ı.H1;H2/ > dist.H1;H2/, there exits .x1;x2/ 2
H1H2 such that
d.x1;x2/D dist.K1;K2/ & maxfıx1.H2/;ıx2.H1/g< ı.H1;H2/:
We note that if in the above definition K1 D K2, then .K1;K2/ has semi normal
structure if the setK1 has normal structure in the sense of Brodskil and Milman ([9]).
In [30], Takahashi extended Kirk’s fixed point theorem ([19]) to convex metric
spaces as follows.
Theorem 4. Suppose that .X;d;W/ is a convex metric space such that X has the
property (C). Let K be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of X with
normal structure. If T WK!K is a nonexpansive mapping, then T has a fixed point.
Definition 10 ([17]). Let .A;B/ be a nonempty pair of subsets of a metric space
.X;d/. We say that the pair .A;B/ is proximal compactness provided that every
net .fx˛g;fy˛g/ of AB satisfying the condition that d.x˛;y˛/! dist.A;B/, has a
convergent subnet in AB .
It is clear that if .A;B/ is a compact pair in a metric space .X;d/, then .A;B/ is
proximal compactness. Next, we shall prove our main result of this section.
Theorem 5. Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pair in a
convex metric space .X;d;W/ such that A0 is nonempty and .A;B/ is proximal
compactness. Suppose that T W A[B ! A[B is a cyclic relatively nonexpansive
mapping. If .A;B/ has the semi-normal structure and X has the property (C), then
T has a best proximity point.
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Proof. LetF denote the set of all nonempty, closed and convex pairs .E;F /which
are subsets of .A;B/ and such that T is cyclic onE[F and d.x;y/D dist.A;B/ for
some .x;y/ 2 E F . Note that .A;B/ 2 F by the fact that A0 is nonempty. Also,
F is partially ordered by revers inclusion. Assume that f.E˛;F˛/g˛ is a descending
chain in F . Set E WD TE˛ and F WD TF˛. Since X has the property (C), we
conclude that .E;F / is nonempty and also is a closed pair. Also, by Proposition 2,
.E;F / is a convex pair. Moreover,
T .E/D T .
\
E˛/
\
T .E˛/
\
F˛ D F:
Similarly, we can see that T .F /  E, that is, T is cyclic on E [ F . Now, let
.x˛;y˛/ 2 E˛  F˛ be such that d.x˛;y˛/ D dist.A;B/. Since .A;B/ is prox-
imal compactness, .x˛;y˛/ has a convergent subsequence say .x˛i ;y˛i / such that
x˛i ! x 2 A and y˛i ! y 2 B . Thus
d.x;y/D lim
i
d.x˛i ;y˛i /D dist.A;B/:
Therefore, there exists an element .x;y/ 2 E F such that d.x;y/ D dist.A;B/.
Hence, every increasing chain in F is bounded above w.r.t revers inclusion relation.
Then by using Zorn’s Lemma we can get a minimal element say .K1;K2/. Let
.p;q/ 2 K1 K2 be such that d.p;q/ D dist.A;B/. If ı.K1;K2/ D dist.K1;K2/,
then for each .x;y/ 2K1K2 we have
d.x;T x/D d.Ty;y/D dist.A;B/;
and we are finished. Thus we assume that ı.K1;K2/ > dist.K1;K2/. By a similar ar-
gument of Theorem 3, we conclude that .cov.T .K2//;cov.T .K1/// .K1;K2/ is a
nonempty, closed and convex pair such that T is cyclic on cov.T .K2//[cov.T .K1//.
On the other hand,
dist.cov.T .K2//;cov.T .K1/// d.Tq;Tp/ d.p;q/D dist.A;B/;
and so, .cov.T .K2//;cov.T .K1// 2 F . It now follows from the minimality of
.K1;K2/ that cov.T .K2// D K1 and cov.T .K1// D K2. Since .A;B/ has the
semi-normal structure, there exists a pair .x;y/ 2K1K2 such that d.x;y/D
dist.K1;K2/.D dist.A;B// and if we set
r1 WD ıx.K2/; r2 WD ıy.K1/ and r WDmaxfr1; r2g;
then r < ı.K1;K2/. Suppose that
Cr.K2/ WDK1
\
.\x2K2B.xIr// & Cr.K1/ WDK2
\
.\x2K1B.xIr//:
Propositions 1 and 2, imply that .Cr.K2/;Cr.K1// is a nonempty, closed and convex
pair in X . Furthermore, .x;y/ 2 Cr.K2/Cr.K1/. We now claim that T is
cyclic on Cr.K2/[Cr.K1/. Let u 2 Cr.K2/. We must prove that T u 2 Cr.K1/, or
K1  B.T uIr/. Since T is cyclic relatively nonexpansive,
d.T v;T u/ d.u;v/ r; 8v 2K2:
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So, T v 2 B.T uIr/ for all v 2K2 which implies that
K1 D cov.T .K2// B.T uIr/:
This deduces that T u2Cr.K1/, that is, T .Cr.K2//Cr.K1/. Similarly, we can see
that T .Cr.K1//  Cr.K2/. Thus T is cyclic on Cr.K2/[Cr.K1/. The minimality
of .K1;K2/ concludes that
Cr.K1/DK2 & Cr.K2/DK1:
Hence, K2 Tx2K1B.xIr/. Therefore, for each y 2 K2 we have ıy.K1/  r and
so,
ı.K1;K2/D sup
y2K2
ıy.K1/ r;
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
The following result is another version of Theorem 5 in the setting of reflexive
Banach spaces.
Theorem 6. Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pair in a
reflexive Banach space X . Suppose that T W A[B ! A[B is a cyclic relatively
nonexpansive mapping. If .A;B/ has the semi-normal structure, then T has a best
proximity point.
Proof. At first, we note that .A0;B0/ is a nonempty pair inX . Indeed, if f.xn;yn/g
is a sequence in AB such that kxn ynk! dist.A;B/, then by the fact that .A;B/
is a bounded, closed and convex pair in a reflexive Banach space X , the sequence
f.xn;yn/g has a weakly convergent subsequence say f.xnk ;ynk /g such that xnk *
x 2A and ynk *y 2B , where ”*” denotes the weakly convergence. But, according
to a well-known fact in basic functional analysis, we have
dist.A;B/ kx yk  liminf
k!1
kxnk  ynkk D dist.A;B/;
which implies that .A0;B0/ is nonempty. Now, let F be the collection of all non-
empty, closed and convex pairs .E;F / which are subsets of .A;B/ and such that T is
cyclic on E[F and kx yk D dist.A;B/ for some .x;y/ 2 E F . It is interesting
to note that .A0;B0/ 2 F . In fact, it is easy to verify that the pair .A0;B0/ is closed
and convex. Also, if x 2A0, then there exists y 2B0 such that kx ykD dist.A;B/.
Since T is cyclic relatively nonexpansive,
dist.A;B/ kT x Tyk  kx yk D dist.A;B/;
which implies that T .A0/  B0. Similarly, we can see that T .B0/  A0, that is,
T is cyclic on A0 [B0. Now, if f.E˛;F˛/g˛ is a descending chain in F and we
put E WD TE˛ and F WD TF˛, then by the reflexivity of the Banach space X ,
.E;F / is nonempty. Moreover, the pair .E;F / is closed and convex and we can
see that T is cyclic on E [F . Further, if f.x˛;y˛/g is a net in E˛ F˛ such that
kx˛   y˛k D dist.A;B/, then by the fact that X is a reflexive Banach space, there
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exists a subnet f.x˛i ;y˛i /g such that x˛i *x 2 E and y˛i *y 2 F . Thus we must
have
dist.E;F / kx yk D dist.A;B/:
Hence, .E;F / 2 F . It now follows from the Zorn’s Lemma that F has a min-
imal element say .K1;K2/. Similar argument of Theorem 5, deduces that each point
.x;y/ 2K1K2 is a best proximal point of T . 
Corollary 2. Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, weakly compact and convex pair in a
Banach spaceX . Suppose that T WA[B!A[B is a cyclic relatively nonexpansive
mapping. If .A;B/ has the semi-normal structure, then T has a best proximity point.
Corollary 3. Let A be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a reflex-
ive Banach space X . Suppose that T W A! A is a nonexpansive mapping. If X has
the normal structure, then T has a fixed point.
The following best proximity point result is valid in uniformly convex Banach
spaces.
Theorem 7 ([11]). Let .A;B/ be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex pair in
a uniformly convex Banach space X . Suppose that T W A[B ! A[B is a cyclic
relatively nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a best proximity point.
Proof. By a similar manner of Theorem 6, there exists a minimal, closed and
convex pair .K1;K2/  .A;B/ which is T -invariant and such that dist.K1;K2/ D
dist.A;B/. Note that minimality of .K1;K2/ implies that .K1;K2/ is a proximal
pair. If ı.K1;K2/ D dist.K1;K2/, then T has a best proximity point and we are
finished. So, we assume that ı.K1;K2/ > dist.K1;K2/. We now consider two fol-
lowing cases:
Case 1. minfdiam.K1/;d iam.K2/g D 0.
In this case, one of the sets K1 or K2 is singleton. Now, by the fact that .K1;K2/
is proximal and that X is strictly convex, the other set must be singleton which is a
contradiction.
Case 2. If minfdiam.K1/;d iam.K2/g> 0.
Suppose that T does not have a best proximity point. Let .x;y/ 2K1K2 be such
that kx yk D dist.A;B/. Since T is cyclic relatively nonexpansive, we have
kT x Tyk  kx yk D dist.A;B/:
Thus, we must have x ¤ Ty and y ¤ T x. It now follows from the strictly
convexity of X that
kx
CTy
2
  y
CT x
2
k D dist.A;B/:
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SetR WD ı.K1;K2/ and r WDminfkx Tyk;ky T xkg. Thus r 2 Œ0;2R. Now,
for all v 2K2 we have 8ˆ<ˆ
:
kx vk R;
kTy vk R;
kx Tyk  r:
By the fact that X is a uniformly convex Banach space, we conclude that
kx
CTy
2
 vk  .1  ı. r
R
//R; 8v 2K2;
where, ı is a modulus of the convexity of X . Hence, ıxCTy
2
.K2/ < R. Similarly,
we can see that ıTxCy
2
.K1/ < R. Therefore,
maxfıxCTy
2
.K2/;ıTxCy
2
.K1/g< ı.K1;K2/:
Now, by an equivalent argument of the proof of Theorem 5, we get a contradiction.

Remark 1. We mention that the proof of Theorem 3.6 of [16] should be revised by
a similar proof of Theorem 7.
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